
 

 

CITY OF NAPLES 
PURCHASING DIVISION 
735 8TH STREET SOUTH 

NAPLES, FL  34102 
PH:  239-213-7100    FX:  239-213-7105   

      
                                       ADDENDUM NUMBER 11 

 
 

NOTIFICATION DATE: 
 
 
 

05/17/2024 

SOLICITATION TITLE: 

Naples Pier   
Reconstruction - ITB 

SOLICITATION 
NUMBER: 

 
24-011 

BID OPENING DATE & TIME: 
 
 

5/30/2024 
2:00PM 

 

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS HEREBY INCORPORATED INTO, 
AND MADE AN OFFICIAL PART OF THE ABOVE REFERENCED BID. 

 

The following clarifications are issued as an addendum identifying the following changes 
for the referenced solicitation. 

 
The following answers to written, submitted questions: 

 
1. On sheet A.025, the details show exposed HSS tube steel at the Education Wall and IPE Wall. Is 

this steel to be field painted 
 

Answer:  They are to be left unpainted. 
 

2. Please confirm which type of terminator system to use on the dowels located on sheet S.301- 
Button head BNH or Button Head BNX? 

 
Answer:  Either system will be acceptable. 
 

3. Can the City provide deeper soil borings as the soil borings provided do not go deep enough to 
make a determination on pile length for the temporary trestle .  We would be guessing at this 
point....and our best guess is 130-200' pile in the water and 80-140' pile on the beach based on 
assuming a 25BPF soil beyond the boring.  
 
Answer:  No, we will not be able to provide deeper soil borings at this time. Deeper soil 
borings would require re-mobilizing a barge and drill rig and would take several weeks to 
complete. Design of the temporary trestle is the responsibility of the contractor.  

  
4. Is CCI certification acceptable for the precast concrete manufacturing plant. 

 
Answer:  Not familiar with CCI certification. Assuming this was meant to say either “PCI” 
(PreCast Concrete Institute), “ACI” (American Concrete Institute), or “NPCA” (National 
Precast Concrete Association). Either of these 3 would be acceptable.  
 
 



 

 

 
 

5. On sheet A.025, the details show exposed HSS tube steel at the Education Wall and IPE Wall. Is 
this steel to be field painted? 
 
Answer:  No, they are to be left unpainted as they are stainless steel.  

 

 


	The following answers to written, submitted questions:

